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Visitors want one for sure: they want to be entertained!
Nowadays the entertainment factor gets more important
in action shows. In order to provide a successful and
enduring entertainment, you first need a good idea. And
that’s exactly where we take part!

Our architects individually plan and design the complete
scenery based on the desired theme and the location, that
means: from groundbreaking to the premiere, everything can
be supplied from a single source.

Youstunt Concepts GmbH is specialized in designing, developing and realising professional, theme-based stunt- and adventure - shows for leisure- and amusement parks. Our main
focus is a perfect balance of action, fun and entertainment!

What do our shows offer?

What could we do for you?
We create an individualized show concept, suitable for your
needs and wishes. With attention to details we consider your
chosen theme, the preferred audience and of course the location. To provide enduring entertainment Youstunt Concepts
GmbH structures all necessary information together with you.
Starting with an idea Youstunt Concepts GmbH accompanies
you with expert support until the show highlight is completed.
Creativity, diversity of ideas, know-how and years of practical
experience are an ideal combination. Transparent processes
in planning and organization will give you extra security.

Our shows include various stunt elements like for example
fighting scenes, high falls, jumps, parcouring, fire action,
jumps through glass, car and motorcycle action as well
as pyrotechnical special effects. For the implementing a
team of action performers is available 365 days a year.
Visit our website for further information and more examples
of our performance and capabilities. We will also inform you
about our stunt workshops and the opportunity to shoot your
own movie. Numerous pictures and videos are waiting for
you, so visit:
www.youstunt-concepts.com

www.youstunt-concepts.de

